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Perspective



The world churns in complexity, conflict, change and uncertainty.  

As people and whole organizations strain to keep up, peace and high performance, by any other names, are the central challenge of every enterprise.  In corporations and communities, startups and silos, from team rooms and committee meetings to executive leadership and governing boards – we need to do more, and do it more together.






When given the chance, ordinary people handle what’s charged and challenging in extraordinary ways.  Even, and especially, in the most trying times, it’s possible and necessary to keep finding and feeding those things that still work.  Together, we can:


	Create more satisfied customers and engaged employees 
	Invite faster and smarter innovation and adaptation 
	Deliver more business value and bigger social and environmental impact





In any kind of organization or working group, we can mobilize fully-engaged all hands initiatives, translate pain points into roadmaps that teams can rally around, and cultivate  the collaborative relationships and practices that drive results in turbulent times.  We can regain balance and momentum.

The things we want can emerge, in spite of everything, faster and easier than you’d expect.  That’s been my experience in corporate strategic planning, agile transformation, and in the middle of an armed civil war; in economic development and employee engagement; with start-ups, community groups and foundations; students from grade school to grad school, every level of government, and many religious organizations and denominations.  I think we should try.

















Practices



Everything is urgent.  We’re expected to respond quickly and effectively to all kinds of change or disruption.   In spite of everything, we can cultivate resilience.  Engage, learn, adapt, transform.  Breathe.  Invite new focus, catalyze action, sustain effort, scale and grow.  These simple shifts can help us work in more powerful, humane and sustainable ways:


	Invite Everyone to Focus and Engage (open more space)
	Visualize Everything to Plan and Manage Effectively (create a canvas or marketplace)
	Commit Incrementally to Deliver Dependably (synchronize efforts)
	Learn Together to Improve, Replicate, Scale and Evolve (review, refine, repeat)







This approach is immediately practical, for any kind of business or community intiative, with the people and resources you already have.  It works with all of the outcomes you need to achieve (your high performance) and everything that’s getting in the way (disturbing your peace).

Start with one or a few teams.  Link product and marketing, sales and finance, or any other sorts of teams, in reinforcing, collaborative cycles.  Connect supporting functions and allied groups.  For best results, leaders go first.  Start with the senior team, board and committee chairs, or any other core group – and work out from there.

















Possibilities




What are your biggest challenges or needs? Increasing engagement and improving performance? Catalyzing change and adaptation? Accelerating innovation and learning? Restoring balance and vitality? Growing something new and amazing? OR… solving something very specific, local and/or technical?   




Consider these possibilities:

Gain Perspective – Contact me to talk about what you’re up against and the outcomes you want to achieve.  Identify priorities.  Involve key partners and stakeholders.  Chart a more direct course to the results you want. 

Mobilize Teams and Networks – Invite and engage any size group (from 5-500+ people) in a wildly productive conference, summit, retreat or other strategic or tactical meeting.  The more complexity, diversity and urgency, the better.  We pioneered large online meetings in 2015, by the way!

Leverage Resources – Maximize the impact of the people, tools and resources you already have.  Support champions, engage innovators, coordinate efforts, catalyze conversations and experiments.  Make learning contagious.

Increase Agility – Accelerate innovation, adaptation and growth, from the C-suite to the team rooms, to improve customer experience, employee morale, business value and social impact.  

Ride the Wave – Leverage the turbulence, lead the transformation, scale and grow, gain and regain balance and momentum, and keep your head above the water!






























Experience



I’ve been inviting and supporting peace and high performance, with clients and colleagues on six continents, for more than 30 years.  The common threads are bringing people together and getting stuff done – getting the old work done easier and making new things possible.





In 1990, I was an Outward Bound wilderness course instructor with an MBA in Finance from a top-ranked business school. Since then, I’ve been recognized for my teaching, writing and facilitation of self-organization, team learning, and enterprise agility.

A tenacious learner, I get pretty excited about discovering, sharing and co-developing better ways of working together on things that matter.  The “Inviting Organization” I first described in this website, in 1998, is still a useful roadmap for the biggest challenges facing organizations today.  

My work with clients connects time-tested principles and leading edge practices — for transforming established organizations, engaging networks and communities, and guiding energetic startups. 

I serve as a strategic partner to leaders and champions, innovators and learners, disrupters and transformers. Please have a look around – and contact me if I can help you cut a more direct path to the outcomes you really want.

More Bio | Case Stories | Writing




















Resources







Here are my two most important and frequently shared resources:  detailed practice guides for Open Space and Business Agility.

The Resources Library offers a small heap of other original material, including papers, checklists, practice tools, plus links to supporting materials written by others. 








click to view/download – 60 pages







click to view/download – 31 pages






















Let’s Talk





What are you working on?  

I serve as a strategic partner.  Clients call me a process designer, facilitator, teacher, consultant, project manager or coach. 

My work brings people together, gets things done, and grows more of what works in teams and organizations.  

How can I help you?

Email:  michael@michaelherman.com










 

     


  









 


…Our National Meeting was a roaring success, many said our best ever, universally appreciated and praised.  I'm deeply grateful to feel the power within our organization and to have the seed of our new culture self-organize and take hold.   

Internal OD/Learning Specialist
















 


Please keep sharing your experiences.  It gives us tremendous energy. I have opened space in all my workshops since the Mumbai workshop October and it has really been well received. It has been working wonders... with doctors, nurses and others.   

Consultant, Mumbai, India
















 


…you really know how to bring people together.   

Business Owner, Chicago
















 


…my work has more meaning.  The number of connections I made (in two days) would have taken me four months under normal circumstances. Now I can help put ideas to work. It is no longer talk. Action will be taken. PASSION has been ignited.   

Statewide Summit Participant
















 


Thanks for organizing a remarkable board meeting.  I have been on countless for-profit and non-profit boards, but this type of working board meeting is unique in my experience. The best board meeting experience I have ever had.   

Board Member and CEO
















 


Michael‚ the seed that you planted has grown into many plants with many practitioners active in Singapore. The charts you left behind are still with me! (nearly ten years later)   

Internal Learning Champion, International Law Firm
















 


…you are the spirit of invitation, embodied.  You created a kind of space, where I was able to spill out all the pieces of my story. You easily perceived the potential invitations and gave me a direct and encouraging experience of how inspiration and order emerges rapidly from a bit of chaos!   

Assistant Dean, Washington
















 


I used the concepts immediately, in an innovation session with a product development group. It worked beautifully. They did not come up with any of the common, usual and expected ideas.  They really went beyond the ordinary. So even in small doses, it works!   

Internal OD Consultant, Chicago
















 


…our conversation was one of those signature events in my life. I'm not sure that I have words to articulate what changed, but in short, I began to understand at a gut level what large systems are all about.   

Business Professor, Chicago (five years after we talked)
















 


Thank you for helping make yesterday's meeting an unqualified success. We should consider adopting this format for every meeting. It can be something our group is known for. There was so much energy and enthusiasm in the room.   

Entrepreneur and Network Organizer
















 


It worked spectacularly at our division meeting. Twenty minutes after the start of day two, four work groups were deep into the work, with unexpected junior individuals standing at flip charts, driving the discussions. A home run!  Thanks for all your help and insights.   

VP Consulting and Executive Education, Boston
















 


I am so honored to know a peacemaker who gives his life in the service of greater peace in the world. Thank you for your commitment and contribution to Life.   

Director and Executive Coach, Chicago
















 


You run a wonderful workshop‚ I had a great experience! Learning by doing is always the way to go and this was no exception. I feel pretty confident going into this week's meeting, where I will use what I learned right away.   

Director, Teaching Excellence Academy, Chicago
















 


…I appreciate your observing, articulating, living with, and working to change deep patterns …in yourself, in the groups you work with, in the world …and that you take relationships more seriously than anything else.   

Project Partner, San Francisco
















 


…I tell them Michael Herman is one of those people you meet once and never forget, the kind of person you have one conversation with and it changes your life.   

VP Strategic Planning and Customer Excellence, Engineering Software
















 


Another big thank you for the exciting and expansive dialogue during our coaching session. There have been immediate results. I am sure that this happened because you helped me see alternatives and I allowed the possibilities to emerge in the group.   

Consultant and Facilitator, Chicago
















 


…I'm just back from facilitating my first meeting and want to tell you how much I value your coaching. Your input boosted my confidence and my skill. And I had fun!  Your coaching on the phone was the best workshop I never attended!   

Consultant, Halifax, Nova Scotia
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